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More (adventurous) things you and 
your tutees can do in group meetings! 
 

1: Drawing a student 
Resources: LARGE sheets of paper on which you can trace a whole person; Felt tip pens – many 
colours. 

Activity: Drawing, thinking, discussing 

Students in groups are asked to trace around a volunteer and then create a perfect (or terrible!) 
student from the outline. What would this person look like? How are they dressed? 

Then they have to move on to a consideration of the equipment they might need – and then the 
skills, attributes & personality traits that would suit them… Each group gets to display their 
‘student’ and discuss. To make this more manageable, you could provide an A4 sheet with an 
outline of a body (or a blank sheet and get them to sketch an outline). If drawing is a problem, you 
could ask them to consider what makes a good or bad student and forget the drawing.  

 

2: Timelines and movies 
Resources: A3 paper and felt tips; more paper; digital camera for filming – and in-camera editing. 

Activity: Timeline 

Students are clustered in groups – first they have to draw their own time line and illustrate with 
pictures and FEW words to show how they got to University and the significant milestones they 
passed. They can use illustrations to answer the question: What have they learned that will help 
them at University? Though it should be made to clear that if they are not sure about ‘the future’ 
not to stress about it. This is the sort of activity that could be revisited at a later time to see if their 
projected timeline has changed, and if so why. 

This activity can end here – with discussion of timelines and a comparison of lessons learned… OR it 
can be developed into a movie moment. 

Activity: Induction video 

each group is given a camera – shown how to film – and told they can only do in-camera edits. They 
are tasked to quickly discuss their timelines – and use the lessons learned to script, storyboard and 
make a two-minute induction video to tell other students what they will need to do to succeed at 
University. At the end of the session, all the videos are shown and discussed. Perhaps the first stage 
could be carried out in a group Personal Tutor session, with the movie making as an extended 
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activity in Innovative Learning Week, giving them time to reflect. Different year 
groups could share their timelines and videos so that more junior students could learn from them. 

 

3: Good and bad learning 
Resources: A3 paper and felt tips 

Activity: Pyramid discussion 

Individually students are asked to reflect on past successful learning experiences – they do not need 
to be academic. They have two minutes to note what they learned – and why that learning 
‘worked’. 

Individually students are asked to reflect on past unsuccessful learning experiences … They have 
two minutes to note why they did not learn –why didn’t that learning ‘work’? 

In pairs – they are asked to discuss their good and bad learning… 10’ 

In fours – with the large sheets of paper and the felt tips - they are asked to extrapolate – 
therefore: what makes learning happen? What hinders or impedes learning?  What implications 
does that have for them as University students? 10-20’ 

Then EITHER: 

Have a Plenary: take one idea per group round and round till you have drawn a new composite 
mind map is on the whiteboard… Or each group is allowed to present their notes and thoughts – 
and the tutor moderates the discussion.  

OR: 

Use the camera idea again: each group gets to make a two-minute YouTube video on what skills a 
student will need to excel at University. 

 

If something like this was done .e.g.  in semester 2 of year 1, you could get them to think back to 
first year and ask the questions ‘what did and didn’t work and why/’This would lead in nicely to 
study skills i.e. what has worked for them and what hasn’t and therefore how are they going to 
change it? It will get them to share their experiences and identify common issues.  It might also 
work well in 2nd year semester 1, when they can look back on the whole of 1st year. 

 

4: From ‘reading’ to ‘presentations’ 
Resources: felt tip pens; blu tack; flip chart paper; interesting, short but reasonably difficult 
academic articles – one for each student group or one that will be used with all the groups. Tip: 

Enlarge the article on to A3 paper; join the pages together with sticky tape to produce text scrolls; 
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Activity: Intense group work 

From reading to delivering a presentation, possibly give a really quick introduction about active 
reading and active note making. Students then form groups – each group is given one text scroll 
and felt tips – and are set the task of annotating their article to highlight key words, key ideas, 
arguments and evidence… they can roll the article across tables or the floor, they can blu tack it to 
the walls. 

After they have been working for a little while – tell the students that they will have to use the 
article and their annotations to prepare a two-minute presentation answering the question. (Insert 
a question relevant to your subject and the reading). 

Each group is given a flip chart page upon which to make notes to support their presentation. 

Each group has to give their presentation to the rest of the cohort – and some discussion takes 
place. 

In order to identify a text that was suitable for a broad spectrum of students, perhaps the Course 
Organisers of ‘popular’ courses could be asked to suggest an appropriate paper. 
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